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Message
If you prefer small government approaches, the path to clean and green 
energy will require that we encourage private investments in a diverse set 
of alternative energy technologies and services, and promote individual 
consumer choice in the selection of products and services

Outline
• Transformation of the Texas market

o Regulated commodity competitive services

• Transformation in thinking
o Commodity resources consumer-driven products and services

• Cost of energy resources
o Technical costs of energy resources and who pays

• Policies for this transition period
o What must we do to make sure these investments occur?
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1 Transformation of the Texas market

Regulated commodity competitive services



Industrial cogeneration transformed the way we think 
about energy resources and services in Texas
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1970s: 
Utility
Power 
Plants

1980s: 
Administered
Market for

Cogeneration

1990s: 
Transmission
Access & 

Independent 
Power Gen.

2000s: 
Unbundled
Distribution;
Retail Energy
Services

Confidence in
IPPs

Confidence in
Service Providers

Step 1: Administered
non‐utility power works!

Step 2: Competitive
commodity market works!

Step 3: Competitive energy 
services market works!



The Texas retail electricity market is growing

Growth in switching
• Texas has demonstrated consistently 

good policies and steady progress
• We have transformed the notion of who 

we buy power from

Growth in products & service
• Electricity restructuring has moved 

Texas away from a “one-size-fits-all” 
mentality (regulated tariffs) to a 
competitive marketplace for energy 
services
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Residential: Month-to-month prices; Fixed prices (3 months to 5 years); 
Indexed prices; Green prices; Prepaid service; AC checkup included in 

price; Solar buyback prices; Electric vehicle energy; …



The Texas retail electricity market is #1

Texas scores #1 in a study of the jurisdictions in North America
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http://www.defgllc.com

Let’s refocus the conversation – Move from a discussion of 
commodity prices and energy resale, to a discussion about 

choice and differentiated products and services



2 Transformation in thinking

Commodity resources consumer-driven 
products and services



Clean and green energy options in Texas
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Industrial Cogeneration
• Risks of production moved from utility to independent power
• Administered market (contract prices based on avoided costs)

Renewable Energy/Wind Farms
• Risks of production remain with independent power producers
• Consumers pay a premium for green power RECs & CREZ

Energy Efficiency Programs/Standard Offer
• Education and incentives encourage people to take action
• Everyone pays a wires charge for EE funding

Smart Grid Platform
• Smart meters are a tool to provide new services to consumers
• Consumers and service providers will make these investments



Clean and green energy options in Texas (continued)
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Commercial/Institutional Combined Heat & Power
• Risks of production remain with project developer/hospital/etc.
• On‐site power provides reliability/security/quality; other values

Distributed Renewable Energy
• Customer‐sited projects remain relatively expensive; “pioneers”
• The values of “control” and greenness make projects favorable

Industrial Electrification
• Old technologies are replaced with the precision of electricity
• US business increases productivity & global competitiveness

Electrification of Transportation
• Increased electricity use and efficiency; reduced fossil fuel use
• Consumers make personal decisions to invest in transportation



Electricity restructuring is not complete until we make a 
fundamental shift away from a commodity mentality

Old New

Utility power plants Market‐based generating units

Rate of return on the rate base Assets at risk

Participants in capital expenditures Lower regulated/mandated costs

Electric power distribution Smart networks

Central generation Distributed generation

Economic rate regulation & tariffs Market price discipline

Electric commodity Customized energy services

Energy efficiency programs Competitive energy services

Load control programs Smart response/price response

Cost per kWh Consumer‐defined value of service

Fuel cost adjustments (no control) Consumer‐defined level of price risk
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* New, non-traditional energy resources 
Investments by competitive entities

*
*

*
*

*
*
*



Core Texas values support this transformation

Core Texas values
• Independence / individualism / self-reliance
• Entrepreneurship / competitiveness in global markets
• Energy security / power reliability / power quality
• Clean energy / energy efficiency / use of natural gas & biofuels
• Local investment and job creation

Electric industry transformation of the past decade
• Electricity restructuring moved Texas away from the “one-size-fits-all” mentality 

of regulated tariffs and opened a marketplace for energy services

Electric industry transformation of the coming decade
• Dispersed/distributed resources and consumer-focused pricing and services

o Distributed renewable energy and smaller-scale combined heat and power
o Energy efficiency and new energy services coupled with new pricing products

An explosion in the breadth and scope of new services
Consumer preferences for simplicity; more control over energy bills; prepaid service; price risk 
management; green energy; ability to separate from the grid
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Texas is moving toward a purer market model

What type of mandates are you referring to?
• Path #1: Quasi-governmental agency, government department or the regulated 

utility provides comprehensive renewable energy & energy efficiency services
• Path #2: Utility (or other) administers RE and EE programs
• Path #3: No mandate – “pure” market signals
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Texas is 
between 

Path #2 and 
Path #3 



Texas pursues public investments in infrastructure; private 
investments in power generation and customer services

Public Investments
• Ancient history

o Required public input for utility 
resource planning in 1996-98 
consisted of 8 Deliberative Polls®

o Overwhelming conclusion – Texans 
want renewable resources & energy 
efficiency

o SB7 included RPS and EEIP
• Projects we all pay for

o CREZ
o Smart meters
o Smart grid infrastructure
o Nodal market
o EEIP

Private Investments
• Industrial consumers

o Productivity to maintain global 
competitiveness

• Commercial/institutional consumers
o EE; CHP; usage analysis; controls

• Residential consumers
o EE; usage analysis; controls
o Electric vehicles

• Retail electric providers
o Risks associated with new product 

launches; new services
• Project developers/solution providers

o Investments in large and small 
generating units; EE contracting

• New providers/new market entrants
o New product to address consumer 

preferences: in-home devices; mobile 
apps; smart appliances; data analysis
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3 Cost of energy resources

Technical costs of energy resources and a 
sense of who pays



Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) comparison – Lazard* 

Alternative energy generation technologies are becoming cost competitive with conventional 
generation technologies
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* “Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis – Version 3.0,” Lazard, June 2009 (http://www.lazard.com/)

Who will pick the winners and losers? Is a generating unit the next 
resource? Are we are smart enough to not exclude potential winners



The levelized cost of the greenest alternative is low or 
negative (net benefit of energy efficiency investments)
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Energy
Efficiency

$0-$50/MWH
or less

McKinsey & Company and The Conference Board, "Reducing US Greenhouse Gas Emissions: How 
Much at What Cost?“ Executive Report, December 2007



Traditional (skeptical) view of the costs (and benefits) of 
government- or utility-driven green energy programs
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Costs and benefits of entrepreneur- and consumer-driven 
green energy investments
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4 Policies for the transition

What must we do to make sure these 
investments occur?



What must we do to make sure these investments occur?

Programs Markets
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All eight of the clean & green energy options in Texas include a 
mix of public and private investments. What mix is appropriate?



How can Texas taxpayers get their money’s worth?

Manage cost
• Spend money on consumer education and awareness (reinforce marketing)
• Continue to make infrastructure investments that enhance the marketplace
• Keep incentive payments (if any) at low/reasonable levels

Focus on the marketplace
• Rely on regulators and oversight to identify and resolve barriers to entry and 

remove any other competitive roadblocks
• Provide consistency and certainty

Focus on global competitiveness
• Other countries are moving ahead 

with comprehensive energy plans 
and integrated industrial policy
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